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Constitution-making has become a growing practice and increasing focus of academic studysince the end of the cold war. While this academic interest spans both empirical and normativeapproaches the general focus has been on constitutional design, the notion that constitutions are, orat least should be, the product of a rational process of institutional choice.  While there was once anassumption that all constitutions were simply reflections of national character and identity, thereemergence of constitutional review post-WW II, as well as the explosion of constitution-makingand constitutional revision at the end of the cold war brought a greater comparative focus and globalperspective to studies of constitutionalism. From a comparative perspective there has been a focus onthe empowerment of the judiciary  and the related question of constitutional interpretation.  A more1 2global perspective is reflected also in recent works that adopt a transnational approach, oftenconsidering broad themes – such as judicial independence  or the legitimacy of courts  – or3 4questions of convergence and divergence in constitutional decision-making. What is common across5 

1  See, Hirschl, Ran (2004) Towards Juristocracy: The Origins and Consequences of the NewConstitutionalism, Harvard University Press.
2  See, Goldsworthy, Jeffrey (ed.) (2006) Interpreting Constitutions: A Comparative Study, OxfordUniversity Press.
3  See, Sajo, Andras (ed.) (2004) Judicial Integrity, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, Lieden/Boston. 
4 See, Huls, Nick, Maurice Adams and Jacco Bomhoff (eds) (2009) The legitimacy of HighestCourts’ Rulings: Judicial Deliberations and Beyond, T.M.C. Asser Press, The Hague.
5 See, Jackson, Vicki C. (2010) Constitutional Engagement in a Transnational Era, OxfordUniversity Press. 1



ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONthese literatures is a focus on the courts. While this rich literature focuses on the emergence andspread of constitutional review as one of the key elements of post-WW II and post-cold warconstitutionalism, there is much less written on the broader question of constitutional orders and thesources of variation in different constitution-building processes. 
Another focus in the post-cold war era is on democratization reflected in the discussion ofdemocratic waves, in which constitution-making is seen as the product or maybe the hand maiden ofdramatic shifts in global political culture. Part of this focus has been a reversion to a notion ofnation-building which I argue needs to be distinguished from state reconstruction and from what Iwant to describe as a post-cold war conception of constitutional democracy. Constitution-buildingfrom this latter  perspective envisions a broad process which in most societies may be understood toinclude the whole range of political and legal struggles and debates that characterize a democratictransition and undergird the emergence of a new constitutional order. A constitutional order MarkTushnet argues, is “more like the small-c British constitution than it is like the document called theUnited States Constitution,” and may be broadly understood as  encompassing “relatively stablepolitical arrangements and guiding principles.”  While the immediate goal of many of these6processes is the staging of a free and fair election to determine the will of the people, there needs tobe more of a focus on the nature of democratic representation and the differences between electing aconstitution-making body, a legislature or a single executive to rule over a continuing process ofdemocratization. Despite a general assumption that written constitutions somehow mark the climaxof these recent processes of democratization, there is little acknowledgment of the role thatconstitution-making in a broader sense plays in both enabling the transition to democracy andunderpinning its sustainability.  
The project of nation-building, with its roots in the early formation of the nation-state and sooften etched in the blood of those minorities who have resisted its historical trajectory, seems out ofplace in a post-cold war era in which constitutionalism has become the preferred means of

6  Tushnet, Mark (2003) The New Constitutional Order, Princeton University Press, p. 1.2



ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONmaintaining the shared imperatives of multicultural societies. While there continues to be a broadcommitment to maintaining the internationally-recognized boundaries of nation-states, despite theiroften colonial origins, the idea of forging a single national identity as the primary social bond amongthe inhabitants of most modern states is no longer accepted as a goal whose achievement mightjustify the suppression of individual rights or even minority interests. Instead, the emphasis ininternational human rights documents and in the constitutional options that have flowed from themis to guarantee individual rights and to provide different means – from devolution of power to theprotection of cultural, language and other minority rights – to accommodate the interests ofcommunities who will not be able to achieve significant or dominant protection of their intereststhrough the regular electoral processes of representative democracy. In this context, the renewedemphasis on nation-building implies either a mistaken reliance on the history of post-WWIIreconstruction in Europe and Japan or a simple means of emphasizing the desire to achieve stablegovernance over a defined nation-state without recognizing the implications for the nature of thedemocratic goals suggested as the outcome of the process. While this is particularly understandablein the context of failed states and the concern that these areas becoming sources of transnationalviolence, it is important to resist this impulse if it threatens to shift the aim of these transitionalprocesses towards simply strengthening the nation-state and away from the broader goal of achievingan inclusive democracy that will be responsive to the needs, wishes and concerns of all the country’scitizens.      
Unlike debates over nation-building, when the focus shifts to constitution-making thetendency is to think in terms of constitutional design, whether from a normative, empirical orcomparative perspective.    This focus on constitutional design seems to imagine the process of7constitution-making as an act of pure rationality,  an example of human society’s capacity of self-8

7 See, Ginsburg, Tom (ed.) Comparative Constitutional Design (Cambridge University Press, 2012)
8 Rational design here invokes the logic of enlightenment rationality which asks of the present nothow it fits into a wider scheme, or what does it say about tomorrow, or even whether it is thebeginning of a new world but rather "what difference does today introduce with respect toyesterday"? M. Foucault, What is Enlightenment? in The Foucault Reader (ed. P. Rabinow, 1984)3



ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONdefinition. While this is an inherently attractive and uplifting vision of constitution-making it ignoresKarl Marx's most enduring insight, that 'men' make their own history but burdened and shaped bywhat has gone before.   It is this vision of agency bounded by constraints, both historical and9contextual that leads me to call for an approach to constitution-making that is both grounded in theparticular history of each particular society and seeks to identify broader themes through acomparative approach that is rooted in a thick descriptive or granular understanding of particularlocal and regional contexts. This is particularly important in the case of Africa, a vast continent thatis often viewed in the media through a single lens, described by some as afro-pessimism.  At the10same time, a narrow focus on constitutional design and the new constitutional documents that are theproduct of different constitution-making processes may produce, particularly in the hands of lawyersand many human rights activists, a countervailing celebration of text without the necessaryrecognition of institutional limitations and historical contexts that may challenge any newly adoptedconstitutional vision.    
Martin Chanock recently characterized the dominant analysis and practice of constitution-making in Africa as top-down, resulting in “the writing of increasingly complex constitutions, withincreasingly sophisticated institutions and rights guarantees, which have, as has been shown timeand time again, floated meaninglessly above the societies for which they have been designated, until

at 33-34. Foucault describes this perspective as part of an attitude of modernity which has continuedto be embroiled in "struggles with attitudes of 'countermodernity'." Id. at 39. See generally, P.Hamilton, The Enlightenment and the Birth of Social Science in Formations of Modernity (ed. S.Hall & B. Gieben, 1992).9   See, K. Marx, The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte (1852) reprinted in, K. Marx,Surveys from Exile: Political Writings, Vol. 2 (ed. D. Fernbach, 1973). Marx's formulationreads: "Men make their own history, but not of their own free will; not under circumstances theythemselves have chosen but under the given and inherited circumstances with which they are directlyconfronted. The tradition of the dead generations weighs like a nightmare on the minds of theliving." Id. at 146.
10 See Mahmood Mamdani (1996) Citizen and Subject.4



ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONthe bubble bursts in outbreaks of violence.”  This critical, yet clear eyed, view of Africa’s post-11colonial constitutional experience poses a direct challenge to us. Whether in our analysis ofconstitution-making or in the project of constitution-making, how do we bring our commitments to abetter future into a more effective engagement with the patterns of historical experience and societyin Africa. Chanock himself suggests that “constitutionalism must be based on a rule of law thatbuilds from the bottom up rather than a bill of rights handed down . . . [and that]  Africanconstitutionalism must be based on a common law with which people identify.” In taking up thischallenge I will argue in this paper that an analysis of constitution-making in Africa must be rootedin an understanding of the state in Africa as well as through an embrace of a contextualized andcomparative approach to the history of post-colonial constitutionalism in Africa.  Before proceeding however it is necessary to clarify two preliminary issues. First, Africa is avast and diverse continent and any notion of a singular culture, historical trajectory or constitutionalform would, on its face, be a gross and unjustifiable simplification. Even if it is possible to identify anumber of broad historical patterns and alternatives etched into the political landscape of Africa bythe colonial experience and nationalist struggles that saw the emergence of independent Africanstates from 1957 until the formal end of apartheid in South Africa in 1994, these commonalitiesoverlay vast cultural, economic, ethnic, language and political differences. Furthermore, theemergence of post-colonial independent states spans a period of nearly half a century and while thecold war was a common element through most of this period, it was the end of the cold war in 1989that both allowed the decolonization of Namibia and the democratic transition from Apartheid, whilesimultaneously fragmenting the established post-colonial order throughout Africa, leading to asecond, more autochthonous, wave of constitution-making in sub-Saharan Africa. While heralded asa wave of democratization in which single-party and military dominated states witnessed multi-partyelections and the installation of new democratic governments that could address what the WorldBank had identified in 1979 as Africa’s governance problem, the subsequent civil and military
11 Chanock, Martin (2010) Constitutionalism, Democracy and Africa: Constitutionalism UpsideDown, Law in Context: For Martin Chanock: Essays on Law and Society (ed. Ellmann, Stephen,Heinz Klug and Penelope Andrews) 126-144. 5



ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONconflicts as well as state failure, genocide and international interventions, makes it clear that themalaise lies deeper than the simple design of democratic constitutions.  The recent Arab spring innorth Africa adds yet another dimension to this constitutional foment.  
Second, not only did Africans share a variety of colonial experiences – depending on theidentity of the colonial power and the extent of colonial settlement – they also shared an importantfactor in the process of decolonization, a process of constitution-making in which the key elementwas the transfer of power to those struggling to be free from colonization. Thus the first post-colonialconstitutions were largely negotiated instruments in which the nationalist parties were centrallyconcerned with their ability to exercise power as representatives of a new nation and accepted manyspecific constitutional formulations largely designed by the retreating colonial authorities. Even ifthese constitutions sought, in a variety of creative ways to address what their designers thought werethe underlying problems facing the newly independent states – such as ethnic diversity and legalpluralism – their foreshortened lives reflect the fact that they were not embraced by either those whowere to govern through the institutions and structures they created, or the governed, who oftenrejoiced at their demise, rather than defending them as reflecting their own social and politicalaspirations. 

Constitution-making in Africa
Chanock’s challenge is of course only the latest in a series of analyses that have questionedthe place of constitutions and constitution-making in Africa. While H. W. O. Okoth-Ogendoeloquently critiqued the first wave of post-colonial constitutions as producing “constitutions withoutconstitutionalism,”  other participants in a conference on “State and Constitutionalism in Africa,”12held in Harare, Zimbabwe in May 1989, on the verge of the second wave of constitution-making inpost-colonial Africa, heralded the possibility of a new, popular democratic constitutionalism,

12 H. W. O. Okoth-Ogendo (1991) Constitutions Without Constitutionalism: Reflections on anAfrican Political Paradox, in State and Constitutionalism (Shivji ed) pp 3-25.6



ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONdescribed by Issa Shivji as a “new concept of constitutionalism [that] should rest on [an]accountable/responsive state and collective rights/freedoms.”  Other African voices, including13Muna Ndulo, who sees constitution-making in Africa as essential to the establishment of goodgovernance necessary for economic development  and Yash Ghai, who as both an analyst and14practioner of constitution-making in Africa has sought to promote popular participation in theconstitution-making process, have seen constitution-making as a means to build effectivegovernment and a culture of human rights in Africa. In my own work on South Africa I havereflected on the process of constitution-making and how it took place within a global context whichframed the opportunities for local innovation as well as a national history and culture that shapedalternatives and imposed a certain path dependency on the options that were embraced.  Despite15these and many other contributions to our understanding of constitution-making in Africa I want totake this opportunity to take up Chanock’s challenge by suggesting that a deeper analysis of theprocesses and impacts of constitution-making in Africa requires us to both reorient ourunderstanding of constitutions and to place this perspective within a broader, comparative view ofthe post-colonial state in Africa. 
Constitutions have been classically understood and normatively embraced as reflections ofthe society they constitute. Muna Ndulo quotes the late Chief Justice of South Africa, IsmailMohammed describing a constitution as “not simply a statute which mechanically defines thestructure of government and the relations between the government and the governed . . . [but as a]‘mirror reflecting the soul’, the identification of the ideals and aspirations of a nation.” While this16 popular and symbolic notion of a constitution is central to the legitimating function of

13 Issa Shivji, State and Constitutionalism: A New Democratic Perspective, in State andConstitutionalism (Shivji ed) pp 39-40). 
14 Muna Ndulo, Constitution-Making in Africa: Assessing Both the Process and the Content, 21Public Administration and Development , 101-117 (2001).
15 Klug, (2000) Constituting Democracy and (2010) Constitution of South Africa.
16 Ndulo, 108. 7



ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONconstitutionalism and is regularly embraced by constitution-makers, judicial interpreters ofconstitutional meaning and advocates of constitutional patriotism or those who perceiveconstitutionalism in the United States as civic religion, I want to embrace a more sociologicalconception of constitutions as social phenomena that serve the essential role of organizing,establishing and conserving public and social power in society. Drawing from Chris Thornhill’srecent book, A Sociology of Constitutions, in which he concludes “that constitutions are functionalpreconditions for the positive abstraction of political power and, as such, they are also, over longerperiods of time, highly probable preconditions of institutions using power: that is states,”  my17argument will place processes of constitution-making within a broader context than that framed by afocus on constitutional design, and instead suggest that constitution-makers attempt to understandthe process within which they are embedded from a more holistic perspective. In the case of Africathis requires a renewed appreciation of the character of the post-colonial state and specifically itsgenealogy in colonialism and decolonization.   
The puzzle for me is to explain the similarities in Africa’s post-colonial constitutionalexperience – weak administrations, patrimonial forms of leadership and governance, coups andauthoritarianism – despite repeated adoptions of formal democratic constitutions. While MartinChanock’s point, that “working constitutionalist democracies are rare,” and that “[f]ailure toestablish democratic constitutionalist states is not a peculiarly African failure,”  is well taken, any18attempt to understand constitution-making in Africa must begin by seeking to understand both thesources of commonality as well as possible sources of variation that constitution-makers andobservers should be aware of. The remainder of this paper will first seek to explain possible sourcesof commonality in the particular history and form of the state in Africa, and then turn to a discussionof constitution-making and use the South African example to explore possible sources of variation inconstitution-making processes that might provide a basis for imagining an alternative path todemocratic constitutionalism in Africa.      

17 Chris Thormhill (2013), A Sociology of Constitutions, p. 372.
18 Chanock (2010) p. 127. 8
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One explanation for the phenomena of thin constitutionalism in Africa, reflected in both theHarare discussions in 1989 and Martin Chanock’s characterization of the products of constitution-making “floating meaninglessly above the societies for which they have been designated,” is thatthere is a fundamental incongruence between the new institutional architecture they offer and theinstitutional legacies that remain dominant within those societies. If constitution-makers fail toaddress the particular institutional and historical form of governance that dominates a society, itshould not be a surprise that past legacies may frustrate the aspirations of new constitutions. In theliterature on the state in Africa there are two key perspectives that I believe are of direct significanceto the task of identifying and conceptualizing issues important to constitution-making. First, there isthe view that the colonial state in Africa has a particular form and that the common features of thisform defines patterns of governance despite the vast diversity of African societies. Second, that thehistory of constitutionalism in post-colonial Africa reflects the continued influence of both thiscolonial legacy as well as the common history of decolonization, or what Crawford Young describesin his book, The Postcolonial State in Africa: Fifty Years of Independence, 1960-2010, as the codeof decolonization.
In his earlier book, The African Colonial States in Comparative Perspective, CrawfordYoung argued that although the colonial state in Africa is not unique among colonial states, “whenwe assemble its traits, examine its trajectory, and weave together the determinants of its structureand behavior, a singular historical personality looms before us” (Young, 1994:281).  In hisconclusion to this work Young identifies seven key characteristics of what he terms “Bula Matari”(he who crushes rocks) colonialist Henry Stanley’s nickname, and a telling metaphor for capturing“the crushing, relentless force of the emerging colonial state in Africa.” (1994:1). Thesecharacteristics include: the late nineteenth century division of Africa under the emergentinternational doctrine of ‘effective occupation’ which compelled an “immediate requirement ofconfirming propriety title by forcible demonstration of dominance; ruthless extractive action; anactive role in forcing rural Africans into labor service; advanced technologies of dominance reflected

9



ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONin sheer military supremacy; spheres of policy thought permeated by a virulent racism thatconstructed Africans as savage; unsparing efforts to “monopolize the production of meaning andthus the construction of culture;” and finally, a “syndrome of citizen attitudes and expectations”produced by the particular “sequencing of decolonization and the reliance by the late colonial stateon developmentalism and a paternalistic bestowal of state welfare in its attempt to gain legitimacy,while remaining an “alien and predatory other” (1994: 278-280). Similarly, for MahmoodMamdani the colonial state has a particular essence that lies in its institutional segregation, creatingwhat he terms a “bifurcated state” reflecting the dynamics of direct and indirect rule (1996:16-18).The apartheid state in South Africa is in Mamdani’s analysis not exceptional but rather reflects thefundamental logic of the colonial state in Africa. 
The second perspective highlights the process of decolonization as a source of explanation ofthe form taken by the post-colonial state in Africa. For Crawford Young the “code ofdecolonization” was set by the United Nations General Assembly resolution on the Granting ofIndependence to Colonial Territories and Peoples in 1960, which produced a focus on territoriality,representative institutions, universal suffrage, the centrality of political parties, sovereignty and“[f]inally speed became of the essence (1996:89-96). As Issa Shivji argued in his conclusion to theedited collection of papers that came out of the 1989 Harare conference, State andConstitutionalism: An African Debate on Democracy, “[f]rom civilian to military regimes andfrom one-party “socialist” to one-party “capitalist” states, the role of constitutions [in Africa] haslain in constituting the sovereignty of the states (Okoth-Ogendo) or in simply effecting the transfer(Nolutshungu) or re-ordering (Hutchful) of political power” (1991:253). Describing the limitednotion of constitutionalism that dominated the process of decolonization Sam Nolutshungu arguesthat the idea of “constitutional function” – what the constitution was supposed to do – wasfragmentary and undeveloped, while the idea of “constitutional moment” – focused on the transferof power, meant that constitutional debate was “dominated by the need for a settlement betweenparties to a political dispute” (Nolutshungu, 1991:92-93). Summarizing this perspective Issa Shivjiconcludes that “while we have had great use, if not reverence, for the documents called constitutionsthere has been little regards for constitutional principles or constitutionalism. Constitutional
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONdocuments haave neither been an outcome of a clash of principles nor are they seen as embodying apolitical commitment to a global societal vision” (1991: 254).   
The post-colonial state, from these perspectives, is embedded in the legacies of colonialismand whether it is through the specific process of decolonization or broader processes of pathdependency and legal continuity, the impact has produced a fundamental disconnect between theformal constitutional product or process of constitution-making and the nature of the state andinstitutions of governance that have emerged in the post-colonial period. Evaluating the literature onthe post-colonial state in Africa Crawford Young argues that the “postcolonial state was thus ahybrid creature” which took three forms. The first combines “residues of the colonial state . . . [and]practices of ruling group management of power that drew on customary repertoires” (Young,1996:70). Second, a “neopatrimonial practice permeated the political realm” producing a “predatory extraction of public resources and severely compromising state capacity to functionaccording to normative state precepts” (1996:70-71). Third, is a form of hybridity that “privilegesthe blend of democratic norms ostensibly embraced by the state and the reality of a range ofauthoritarian practices that limit their scope (1996:71).  In his book Citizen and Subject:Contemporary Africa and the Legacy of Late Colonialism, Mahmood Mamdani extends his analysisof the bifurcated nature of the colonial state to argue that the post-colonial state in Africa rests on aspecific mode of rule reflected in the continued division between state and traditional authority andthe interaction of a rural-urban division which is both geographic and institutional – producing adecentralized despotism in the colonial era and requiring for the project of democratization atranscendence of the “dualism of power around which the bifurcated state is organized” (1996:301).
Legal pluralism, the rule of law and the promise of constitution-making
While the literature on the post-colonial state produces a clear picture of the historicallinkages between the colonial period and the history of independent Africa, it also enables us tounderstand how the joint legacies of colonialism and the process of decolonization effectivelydisplaced the design of constitution-makers in the process of decolonization. There is however
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONanother literature that views a number of alternative legacies, of the traditional rule of law in the oneinstance and in more recent judicial biography to argue that judicial independence and the dailyoperation of the law may provide a basis for the building of the rule of law and respect forconstitutionalism in Africa. On the one hand there is Jennifer Widner’s book, Building the Rule ofLaw which explores the biography of Justice Francis Nyalali of Tanzania to detail the constructionof a new institutional order through struggles to “establish the separation of powers, theindependence of the judiciary, and the rule of law in common law Africa (2001:24). Widner’s workprovides a valuable perspective on the ways in which the judiciary, in at least one post-colonial statewas able to build legal institutions and respect for the formal rule of law despite the structurallimitations and politics of the one-party state and legal pluralism. 
If Widner’s approach emphasizes the slow task of institution building and incrementalconstitutional change, there are a number of academics who have argued that even if law served thecolonial project, its institutional practices provide the basis for constitutionalism in the post-colonialera. Both Stephen Ellmann and Jens Meierhenrich have argued that the tradition of the judiciary aswell as the depth of legal tradition in the country since the arrival of settlers at the Cape in 1652respectively provides a path dependent legacy of legitimacy and law upon which South Africa’spost-apartheid rule of law and constitutionalism may be rooted.  While Ellmann has acknowledged,19based on Chanock’s work, that “race was at the heart of the entire enterprise of South Africanjudging,” prior to 1994, Meierhenrich’s conception of the legacy of law in colonial South Africa20 and under apartheid providing a basis for a post-apartheid rule of law, stands in contrast to MartinChanock’s more pessimistic view in his book on The Making of South African Legal Culture, whenhe warns that if  “Law is seen as the means through which solutions to conflicts, which the politicalprocesses may have failed to compromise, are to be found . . . the idealizing language of lawconceals not only the ambitions of the State, but also its incapacities, which are the major threat to a

19 See generally, Jens Meierhenrich, 2008. The Legacies of Law: Long-Run Consequences of Legal Development inSouth Africa, 1652-2000, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, UK.20 Stephen Ellmann (2010) A Bittersweet Heritage: Learning from The Making of South African Legal Culture, Lawin Context 28(2) pp. 76-94. 12
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The link between the promise of the rule of law and constitutionalism is highlighted in post-colonial Africa by the question of legal pluralism and the accommodation of traditional authority.Muna Ndulo notes that “[i]n a typical African state a large percentage of the people remain outsidethe formal structures of the state . . . within a traditional social and cultural context” (2001:109) andcalls for the incorporation of traditional authority into the new constitutional orders as a means ofenhancing the legitimacy of local government. While Mahmood Mamdani warns that thisrecognition is a basic element of the inherited, bifurcated state, Martin Chanock recognizes that“culture is a dialogue between aspirations and sedimented traditions” and argues that it “is from thisdialogue, including a dialogue with the imported individualizing discourse and centralizingambitions of bills of rights, that we might find the basis for a rule of law, and, ultimately, aconstitutional democracy.”  In South Africa this dialogue between a constitutionally recognized22‘customary law’ and the post-apartheid legal order is ongoing while the evolution of ‘customarylaw’ through processes of development, legislative alteration and incorporation, invalidation andharmonization, is being increasingly documented and recognized.23  

Given the impact of colonialism and decolonization on the creation and emergence of a post-colonial state, as well as the impact of these legacies on the constitution-making processes that sweptAfrica after 1989, how might we develop a broad yet contextualized understanding of constitution-making in Africa today. Instead of engaging in detailed description of the different processes,including documenting the varying approaches to constitution-making, from constitutionalconventions to constitutional commissions and constitutional assemblies, I want to explore sourcesof variation in constitution-making processes that might provide alternative pathways through which
21 Martin Chanock (2001), The Making of South African Legal Culture 1902-1936: Fear, Favour and Prejudice(Cambridge UP), p. 538.22 Chanock, 2010 Law in Context, p. 141.23 See, Julia Sloth-Nielsen and Lea Mwambene (2010) Talking the Talk and Walking the Walk: How Can theDevelopment of African Customary Law be Understood? Law in Context 28(2) pp 27-46.13



ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONthe post-colonial state may be reconfigured. Through repeated processes of conflict andconstitutional reconstruction as well as new commitments at the regional and continental levelthrough regional bodies and the African Union, there is the possibility that an Africanconstitutionalism may be emerging.       
Five sources of variation in constitution-making

Building a constitutional democracy encompasses a far broader range of issues than draftingand adopting a new constitution.   Yet, it is the process of constitution-making that has become a24key element in the political transitions that have followed the end of the cold war.   At the same25time there has been a resuscitation, despite long recognized critiques, of the tendency to propagateand adopt model forms of institutions and rights that experts are convinced address this or thatproblem of governance or social conflict. While different examples may very well informparticipants or serve to shape their own imaginations of the possible, the tendency to promote modelsolutions rather than to learn and adapt comparative experiences to the richness of each newnational, cultural, political and temporal context often undermines the very goal of attempting toreconstruct a particular polity through constitutional change. To understand the place ofconstitution-making in building a democratic future I believe we need to focus less on this or thatsuccessful model and instead consider the different mechanisms and paths that have been employedin achieving at least some degree of sustainability in different democratic and constitutionaltransitions. From this perspective constitution-drafting may be a central feature of a broader processof constitution-building which includes a variety of different elements. It is the exploration of thespecifics of these different elements that will enable us to develop a better understanding of the
24    See, Yash Ghai and Guido Galli, Constitution Building Processes and Democratization, IDEA,2006, available at http://www.idea.int/publications/dchs/upload/dchs_vol2_sec6_2.pdf
25    Jamal Benomar, Constitution-making After Conflict: Lessons for Iraq, 15(2) Journal ofDemocracy 81 (2004).
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONvariations in different processes of constitution-building, enabling us to use different historicalexamples to inform the decisions facing constitution-builders in Africa and around the globe. 
Drawing on the South African experience, we may identify five sources of variation in theprocess of constitution-building that might help us understand the relevance of different aspects ofthis particular historical experience. First, there is a temporal dimension, which may becharacterized as having two distinct forms – a macro and a micro form. In macro terms, thedemocratic transition takes place within a specific historical era which holds significantconsequences for both its very possibility as well as the particular scope of alternatives that might beavailable in the international political culture of that era. In micro terms, there are the specific time-frames of the process of constitution-making, which will themselves have clear consequences for thepolitical choices and opportunities available to the parties. Second, there is a question of process, inwhich the procedures of constitution-making, chosen from a range of historic options, are deployedby the various parties to achieve specific advantages over their opponents but may also be deployedas a means to ensure that the political transition is kept alive. Third, participation in the constitution-building process was an aspect that was important both for those who were active in the actualconstitution-making process, from political activists to the legal representatives of the politicalparties and their political principals, as well as the broader society that was called upon to acceptand legitimate the constitutional product as the basis of a future social compact. Fourth, there wasthe recognition and use of constitutional principles as an essential element of the constitution-making process. While many of the constitutional principles may have been inherent in thecontrasting positions of the different political groupings, the decision to explicitly debate and adoptconstitutional principles within the context of the constitution-building process had a profoundimpact on the substance and legitimacy of the outcome. Finally, the substantive dimension,involving constitutional and institutional choices that are required to be made in the constitution-making process involves contestation over alternative institutional designs and the substantiveelements of the constitution, all of which had a significant and continuing impact on the overallprocess of constitution-building. 
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The timing of a constitution-building process is a significant determinant of the outcome andis best understood as having two distinct dimensions. On the one hand, there is an internationaldimension which frames the broad environment in which the local political process of statereconstruction is taking place. From the end of the Second World War through to the cold war, theera of decolonization and the post-cold war period, the political opportunities and constraints thataffected local political options varied greatly. In the post-cold war era the process of statereconstruction has been framed first by a wave of market oriented democratization and morerecently by the shattering effects of 9/11 and the global war on terror. As Said Arjomand has argued,this macro temporal dimension may be understood in terms of the formation and transmission of aninternational political culture. While he acknowledges the influence of a society’s pre-constitutionalinstitutional structure and the increasing syncretism of later constitutions, Arjomand argues thatgiven the impact of the prevalent international political culture on constitution-making the timing ofany constitution-making process is more “consequential than the institutional structures of differentcountries.”26 

The significance of this argument is evident in the consolidation of international politicalculture since the collapse of state socialism. The ideologically inspired diversity of constitutionalalternatives – one-party states, military dictatorships, liberal democracies, people’s democracies etc–  characteristic of the cold war period and reflected in the increasing syncretism of post-colonialconstitutions gave way to an increasing hegemonization. By the early 1990s liberal constitutionalprinciples were hegemonic, with constitutional review by an independent judiciary increasinglybecoming a prerequisite for international constitutional respectability.  In this sense we may27

26      S. A. Arjomand, Constitutions and the struggle for political order: a study in themodernization of political traditions, XXXIII Arch. europ. sociol. 39, 75 (1992).
27      See D. Beatty, Human Rights and the Rules of Law in Human Rights and Judicial Review:A Comparative Perspective (1994) at 1-56. See also, D. Held, Democracy, the Nation-State and16



ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONunderstand constitutions as being “sediments of diverse historical processes, crystalized into a smallnumber of indigenous and borrowed principles.”  In South Africa the emergence of a hegemonic28culture of constitutionalism in the international political culture of the late 1980s had a dramaticimpact in shaping the boundaries of constitutional possibility and in reshaping the specificconstitutional initiatives and objectives of different social groups and institutions.
However these principles, and the practices associated with them, only “become effectivesocial forces to the extent that they are borne by social groups and institutions,”  highlighting the29significance of a more local and immediate temporality – the timing of specific aspects of theconstitution-making process itself. Even as we acknowledge the significance of the emergence of ahegemonic international political culture it is important to understand that its integration into thepolitical life of any society will be shaped by the specifics of each particular political transitionincluding the degree and nature of public participation in the process.  South Africans debating30constitutional reform had always drawn freely on the international lexicon of constitutional options.In the 1970s and 1980s the Buthelezi Commission in Natal discussed consociationalism, federalism

the Global System in Political Theory Today (ed. D. Held, 1991) at 197-235.
28      S. A. Arjomand, Constitutions and the struggle for political order: a study in themodernization of political traditions, XXXIII Arch. europ. sociol. 39, 49 (1992).
29      Id.
30      But cf., Political Culture and Constitutionalism: A Comparative Approach (ed. D. P.Franklin & M. J. Baun, 1995). (This study acknowledges the existence of international models butconcludes that "constitutionalism is largely a cultural phenomenon and not simply the product ofproperly designed institutions and structures of government," (at 231). The potential success ofdemocratic constitutionalism is ascribed by the authors to "favorable economic conditions and acertain amount of external security," which they consider "important factors supporting theestablishment of democratic regimes in postwar West Germany and Japan" (at 232).
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONand bills of rights,  the National Party referred to the Swiss Canton system and consociationalism,31 32and the ANC asserted the right of South Africa’s black majority to self-determination.  While these33were all respectable elements of the international political culture at that time, the ANC’s argument,with its emphasis on decolonization, had direct implications for the constitution-making processimplying that it would be for the ‘people’ of South Africa to decide on the specifics of a futurepolitical system including the possibility of a one-party state, state socialism or any other form ofstate recognized in the international system.
The end of the era of decolonization, the unraveling of military dictatorships in LatinAmerica and the collapse of state socialism coincided with an increasing assertion of democraticprinciples in the international political arena. This was closely associated with the growth of aninternational human rights movement and the increasing legitimation of bills of rights at both theregional and national level.  Tied to this development was the emergence of constitutional review as34

31      See, G. Mare & G. Hamilton, An Appetite for Power: Buthelezi's Inkatha and SouthAfrica (1987) at 163-170.
32      See, Chris Rencken, M.P. and spokesman for the National Party, statement to the WeeklyMail, Nov. 22, 1985, stating that a constitutional "model tailored specifically for the country's poly-ethnic nature may very well include elements of federalism, confederation, consociationalism,proportionalism, and even elements of the Swiss canton system," quoted in, South African Instituteof Race Relations, Race Relations Survey 1985 (1986).
33      The Principle of self-determination was incorporated into the ANC's 1949 Programme ofAction but found its first application to South Africa in a resolution demanding the right of self-determination submitted by ANC President J. T. Gumede, J. A. la Guma and D. Colraine to theinaugural congress of the League Against Imperialism, in Brussels in February 1927, F. Meli,South Africa Belongs to Us: A History of the ANC (1980) at 74-75. See generally, H. Klug,Self-determination and the Struggle Against Apartheid, 8 Wis. Int'l L. J. 251 (1990).
34      Although the international human rights movement has grown steadily since the second worldwar the recent hegemony of fundamental rights as a basis for constitutional reconstruction is quitedramatic when compared to the situation in the mid-1970's when it was possible to argue thatconstitutional bills of rights were increasingly being abandoned. See, B. O. Nwabueze, Judicialism18



ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONthe essential element in the institutionalization of individual human rights and theconstitutionalization of bills of rights.  These developments within international political culture35were reflected in a number of different processes. The adoption of a set of ‘constitutional principles’by the Western Contact Group on Namibia  – establishing a minimum framework as a precondition36for an internationally acceptable resolution of the Namibian conflict – saw the internationalcommunity’s first application of substantive principles, beyond a simple exercise of self-determination through a national plebiscite, in the context of decolonization. These 1982Constitutional Principles became part and parcel of the U.N. peace plan for Namibia throughSecurity Council Resolution 632 of February 16, 1989,  and were subsequently adopted by the37Namibian Constituent Assembly. A second process was the development of the Conference onSecurity and Cooperation in Europe’s (CSCE) human rights system, particularly through the follow-up process of intergovernmental conferences provided for in the Helsinki Final Act.38

Most significant of these was the Vienna Follow-up Meeting which lasted from 1986 to
in Commonwealth Africa: The Role of the Courts in Government (1977) at 309. 
35      See, M. Rosenfeld, Modern Constitutionalism as Interplay Between Identity and Diversity: anIntroduction, 14 Cardozo L. Rev. 497 (1993); see generally, D. Beatty, Human Rights andJudicial Review: A Comparative Perspective (1994).
36      See, Principles Concerning the Constituent Assembly and the Constitution for an IndependentNamibia, transmitted to the Secretary-General of the United Nations on 12 July 1982 (S/15287).But cf., M. Wiechers, Namibia: The 1982 Constitutional Principles and Their Legal Significance inNamibia: Constitutional and International Law Issues (ed. D. van Wyk, M. Wiechers & R. Hill,1991).
37      See, UN Security Council Resolution, S/20412 of January 23, 1989, para 35. 
38      See, T. Buergenthal, The CSCE Rights System, 25 Geo. Wash. J. Int'l L. & Econ. 333(1991).
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSION1989. Taking place in the context of transformation within the Soviet Union under Gorbachev, theVienna Meeting saw a dramatic breakthrough on issues of human rights with agreement on theholding of conferences to address the ‘human dimension of the CSCE’ and the establishment of theHuman Dimension Mechanism to deal directly with allegations of failure by a party to uphold itshuman dimension commitments.  Moving beyond a traditional human rights framework the39Copenhagen Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension agreed that “pluralisticdemocracy and the rule of law are essential for ensuring respect for all human rights andfundamental freedoms.”  A third and significant development in the African context was the World40Bank’s 1989 conclusion, following a three year study of Africa’s economic malaise, that noeconomic strategy would reverse Africa’s economic decline unless political conditions on thecontinent improved. This conclusion, placing the blame for economic decline on the lack of publicaccountability and disrespect for individual rights, pointed directly to a new focus on the rule of lawas an essential component of good governance.41

Each constitution-building process is thus subject to a variety of temporal influencesincluding the broad international configuration of political power and ideology as well as theparticular life cycle of internal leadership and social conditions. It is through this perspective that wecan understand the significance of the decision by the ANC to developed its own set of constitutionalprinciples and to seek the adoption of an internationally recognized framework for negotiations inSouth Africa. As a result the apartheid regime saw the opportunity of gaining international
39      Id. at 370.
40      Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe: Document of the Copenhagen Meeting ofthe Conference on the Human Dimension of the CSCE, June 29, 1990, 29 I.L.M. 1305 (1990),pmbl., at 1307. See, M. Halberstam, The Copenhagen Document: Intervention in Support ofDemocracy, 34 Harv. Int'l L. J. 163 (1993).
41      See, I. J. Wani, The Rule of Law and Economic Development in Africa, 1 East African J. ofPeace & Human Rights 52 (1993).
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONrecognition of even a modified version of its 1983 ‘tricameral’ Constitution collapse with theadoption of the Harare Declaration  and the subsequent incorporation of these principles into the42U.N. Declaration on Apartheid in December 1989.  These developments held important43implications for the second, more immediate, temporal dimension in that they set the stage uponwhich the parties negotiated for a specific constitution-making process. While international politicalculture provided no determinative process for constitution-making the shift to democraticparticipation that had occurred through the 1980s made it very difficult for those who wished toconfine the process to a limited negotiated solution between the principle parties. It was in thiscontext that the demand for a constituent assembly carried enormous political weight both internallyand internationally. But, given the reluctance of the governing minority to accept a process thatwould limit their influence on the outcome, the compromise of a two-stage process became the onlyway to avoid stalemate and to ensure the peaceful continuation of the political transition.
A question of Process
Constitution-making must be understood, to a large extent, as a process. This processincludes far broader aspects of any particular political transition than merely the negotiation anddrafting of a new Constitution. While it is possible to identify a range of different paths andmechanisms including: negotiating the cessation of hostilities; establishing transitionalarrangements; arranging and holding a democratic election; negotiating and drafting a newconstitution; implementing and sustaining the new democratic order, each of which will have had animportant impact on the failure or success of a country’s political reconstruction, there are a range of

42      Declaration of the OAU Ad-hoc Committee on Southern Africa on the Question of SouthAfrica, Harare, Zimbabwe, August 21, 1989 reprinted in ANC Department of Political Education,The Road to Peace: Resource material on negotiations (June 1990) at 34.
43      Declaration on Apartheid and its Destructive Consequences in Southern Africa, GAResolution S-16/1, 14 December 1989, reprinted in Secretary-General, Second Report, U.N. Doc.A/45/1052 (1991), Annex III.
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONspecific historically determined constitution-making processes that are regularly proposed or arguedfor. These alternatives range from acts of simple imposition or legal transplant to different forms ofnegotiating fora or democratically-elected bodies as well as forms of public involvement in, orendorsement of, the ultimate product. Each of these alternatives hold profound consequences forboth the possibility of reaching agreement to embark on a constitution-building process as well as onthe likely outcomes, including the degree of legitimacy and durability of the new governing partiesand institutions.    
Deciding how to achieve a new constitutional framework, including both a future text andrelated institutions, is determined firstly by the relative power and legitimacy of the differentparticipants in any particular conflict, democratic transition or constitution-building exercise. Whileholding an election is the recognized means to establish legitimate claims on power, this will alsonarrow the scope of available compromises as each side recognizes the extent or limits of its ownclaims. Relying on an expression of democratic will is limited too by the need in manycircumstances to address the needs of ethnic or indigenous minorities whose legitimate claims are intension with the popular demands of the majority. Furthermore, the very means of measuringelectoral support, such as proportional or first past-the-post elections, or the appropriate spatialdistribution of constituencies or electoral contests, are all matters of intense conflict. Thesedifficulties require recognition of different mechanisms that might be employed in achieving aninitial electoral contest that will be inclusive and allow the participation of all the major contestantsin the conflict, as well as an understanding that their participation might depend on at least someguarantees that their power as a significant party to the conflict will not be completely erased by theexpression of the popular will. This concern is extremely important in contexts in which an ethnic orother minority might hold economic or military power but is likely to be defeated in a simplemajority vote election, but is also significant in those situations in which a minority has legitimateclaims to some form of autonomy, based on concerns of historic exclusion or cultural vulnerability.
South African history provides a rich example of the different forms of constitution-makingprocesses that have been relied upon at different times. In rough outline we may trace four
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONalternative processes of constitution-making and adoption that have characterized the history ofwritten constitutions in South Africa. First, there has been a significant history of imposedconstitutions, from the 1961 Republic Constitution through the imposition of ‘Bantustan’constitutions in the Transkei, Ciskei, Bophuthatswana and Venda, to the contested imposition of the1983 ‘tricameral’ Constitution. Second, there is a history of negotiated constitutions beginning withthe first Constitution of the Union of South Africa in 1910 to the negotiated 1993 ‘interim’Constitution that provided the basis for the country’s democratic transition. Third, there is the singleexample of a constitution produced by a democratically-elected Constitutional Assembly in 1996.Finally, the South African experience has involved a number of different processes through whichthese constitutions have been adopted, from the enactment of the Union Constitution by the BritishParliament in 1909 to the assertion of sovereignty by the white minority parliament in declaring aRepublican Constitution in 1961, and continuing through the adoption of the ‘final’ Constitution bythe Constitutional Assembly in 1996. 
Aside from these formal processes of constitutional adoption, a number of significantpolitical and legal processes have been used to facilitate or confirm the legitimacy of theseconstitutions.  While the apartheid government frequently used referendums based on the ‘whitesonly’ electoral list to endorse its constitutional goals – from the decision to form a parliamentaryRepublic in the 1960 referendum to the 1992 ‘whites only’ referendum to decide whether to pursueconstitutional negotiations – the threat of turning to a public endorsement by 60% in a nationalreferendum on a ‘final’ constitution if the 1994-1996 constitution-making process failed, served toensure a spirit of collaboration in the Constitutional Assembly. Finally, the South African experiencehas produced a couple of unique legal processes designed to facilitate the constitution-makingprocess or to ensure that the process retains the support of the contesting parties. In the first instance,adoption of the 1993 ‘interim’ constitution involved a dual process in which the Multi-PartyNegotiating Forum at Kempton Park first reached agreement on the Constitution and then inaccordance with the demand by the government that there be ‘legal continuity’ the Constitution wasformally adopted by the tricameral’ Parliament in Cape Town and signed into law by President F.W. De Klerk. In the second instance, the Constitution adopted by the Constitutional Assembly could
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONnot become law until it was certified by the Constitutional Court as being substantially inaccordance with the 34 Constitutional Principles contained in Schedule 4 of the ‘interim’Constitution.     
In addition to the historic processes that have been part of South Africa’s experiences inconstitution-building, the various parties in South Africa had long advocated a range of alternativeconstitution-making processes. On the one extreme are those who contested the very sovereignty ofthe apartheid state  leading to the argument that the only legitimate means of adopting a new44constitution was to elect a constituent assembly free of any negotiated constraints and toacknowledge that only such a body would have the ‘power constituent’ to adopt a new constitution.At the other extreme there was an argument that any elected body would be effectively‘undemocratic’ since the majority would then bind minorities who would not be in control of theirown destinies. The IFP was particularly concerned about this, viewing the very notion of ademocratically-elected constituent assembly as inherently undemocratic.   Since, from the45perspective of the IFP, the very purpose of a justiciable constitution and a Bill of Rights is to protectminorities from the tyranny of the majority, the minorities to be protected must give their priorassent to any constitutional framework. In other words, the IFP and every other minor party at thenegotiating table – regardless of the extent of their political support – would have to give theirconsent before a final constitution could be adopted. Recognizing the practical and politicaldifficulties of obtaining universal consensus, the IFP called for a depoliticized process ofconstitution-making, with a group of constitutional experts retained to produce a constitution whichwould then be adopted by all parties and endorsed in a national plebiscite.   46

44      See, Mutiti, Mudimuranwa, A. B., South Africa: Is it a Sovereign Independent State? (1985).
45      See, Inkatha Freedom Party, Why the Inkatha Freedom Party Objects to the Idea of the NewConstitution Being Written by a Popularly Elected Assembly (Whether called "ConstituentAssembly" or called by any other name), undated submission to Codesa Working Group 2 (1992).
46      See, Position Paper of the Inkatha Freedom Party for Submission at the CODESA meeting ofFebruary 6, 1992, reprinted in Constitutions of the World (eds. A. P. Blaustein & G. H. Flanz),24



ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONThe apartheid government however insisted that any future dispensation be negotiated andthat no democratic election could be held before the adoption of a negotiated constitution providedthe legal basis for such an election. This insistence on a negotiating body, what in other contextsmay be described as a Constitutional Convention, to determine the content of a future constitution,would enable the white minority to avoid their effective exclusion, which any first-past-the-postelection would have entailed. At the same time, the idea of a simple elite-pact held the danger ofundermining the legitimacy of a future constitution, particularly in a context in which democraticparticipation had become a central claim for the liberation movement and its allies as well as anintegral part of the global political culture of the late 1980s and early 1990s. It was this tension thatled to the compromise of a two-stage process in which an ‘interim’ constitution was negotiated in aprocess that was effectively a Constitutional Convention and followed two years later by a ‘final’constitution produced by the Constitutional Assembly, comprised of the elected members of bothhouses of Parliament – effectively an elected constituent assembly. The key ‘legal’ link betweenthese two processes was the inclusion of a set of constitutional principles in the ‘interim’Constitution and the requirement that the newly created Constitutional Court would be required tocertify that the product of the Constitutional Assembly adhered to those principles. 
Participation as an element of constitution-building
While it is true, as many point out, that South Africa was privileged to have a leadership thathad the moral authority and ability to craft compromises as well as a legacy of negotiating skills thathad been honed in the labor movement and in exile, this does not explain the popular embrace ofconstitutional democracy and rights that has been so key to South Africa’s success. To understandthis it is necessary to reflect on the dialectical relationship between inter-party negotiations andsimultaneous processes of popular participation that both highlighted the salience of particular issues

South African Supplement, Release 92-2 (A. P. Blaustein, March 1992) at 173. 
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONand led to shifts in popular perceptions and demands that ultimately brought the parties closer tomutual understanding. Popular participation in the early part of the transition ranged from massdemonstrations, promoted by the ANC as organized mass action in support of the ANC’s demands,as well as a multitude of smaller engagements. A key aspect of this less visible process was a seriesof conferences on constitutional issues organized by the ANC Constitutional Committee, includingmembers of ANC branches, trade union and other community activists as well as local andinternational academics brought together to discuss key constitutional issues. These weresupplemented by many local meetings to discuss the options being considered both internally amongpolicy-makers in the ANC and in engagements with the government and other parties. 
These informal forms of participation were institutionalized in the second-phase ofconstitution-making through a process of public consultations, education and requests for commentsthat accompanied the work of the elected Constitutional Assembly under the slogan: “You’ve madeyour mark now have your say.” The Constitutional Assembly’s public participation programincluded the full range of media and other outreach efforts, including: weekly radio broadcasts thatreached 10 million listeners each week; 160,000 copies of the Assembly’s newspaper,Constitutional Talk which was published twice a month; thirty-seven television programs;thousands of hits on the Assembly’s web page; and, hundreds of public meetings and visits to farflung corners of the country. A nation-wide survey conducted in April 1996 concluded thatapproximately 18 and a half million South Africans, approximately 73 percent of adults, had beenreached by this campaign and that 84 percent of the survey respondents had, to varying degrees,become invested in the process.    47

The ambiguous nature of this participation was however epitomized by a full-page
47      See, Murray, Christina, Negotiating Beyond Deadlock: From the Constitutional Assembly tothe Court in The Post-Apartheid Constitutions (Penelope Andrews and Stephen Ellmann, eds, 2001)p. 107. See also, Ebrahim, Hassan, The Soul of a Nation: Constitution-making in South Africa,Oxford University Press, (1998) pp 239-250. 
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONnewspaper advertisement showing Nelson Mandela standing in front of his home talking on his cell-phone with the caption stating that he was phoning in his comments and contribution to theConstitutional Assembly. While the advert was clearly an attempt to encourage members of thepublic to participate in the Constitutional Assemblies public participation program – which includeda dedicated phone-in line for comments and suggestions on the draft constitution – it was manifestlybizarre to suggest that President Nelson Mandela would be making his input to the constitution-making process by leaving a message on an answering machine. For some this only highlighted thefact that while the Constitutional Assembly received over 2 million submissions from the public,including 11,000 that Christina Murray describes as substantive,  it is clear that these were not a48significant source of ideas for the constitution-making process, even if they were all read. To thisextent Murray notes that the posters declaring that “The Constitution is being written by the mostimportant person in the country: You,” might be fairly described as misleading.  Despite these49criticisms Murray points out that the program may be understood as “having broader, lessinstrumental goals,” including that South Africans should feel that the Constitution belongs tothem.      50

Although an ethos of participation pervaded South Africa’s extended constitution-makingprocess it may be fairly concluded that the various forms of participation served less as a receptor ofpopular demand than as a process of integration through which the imagination of all parties steadilyevolved toward the embrace of potentially sustainable alternatives. While this interactive processmay be demonstrated in various arenas from the conflict over regional powers to the protection of
48      Murray, Christina, Negotiating Beyond Deadlock: From the Constitutional Assembly to theCourt in The Post-Apartheid Constitutions (Penelope Andrews and Stephen Ellmann, eds, 2001) p.107.
49      Id. p. 112.
50      Id.
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONminority rights, it is in the debate over property rights that it may be most clearly demonstrated. Inthe face of massive dispossession the liberation movements had long promised the return of the landto the people. The apartheid government was equally adamant that a future constitution must protectexisting property rights. Refusing to accept the constitutionalization of apartheid’s spoils the ANCfinally accepted the protection of property but only with the guarantee of restitution for peoplewhose land rights were denied or dispossessed under discriminatory laws from 1913 to 1994. Eventhen it took public demonstrations by land claimants and threats to refuse to include any propertyclause at all before the ‘white’ parties accepted the imperative to include a promise of restitution andeven the promise of land redistribution in the final Constitution. In each area of major dispute theconstitutional outcome was the product of an iterative process in which demands and compromiseswere combined with threats and public engagements in which principles were appealed to and theircontent expounded from different and often conflicting perspectives.
Constitutional Principles as an element of Constitution-building
The South African experience demonstrates, I believe, that a focus on constitutionalprinciples and the need to frame a democratic transition within the realm of a set of broadly agreedupon principles provides a potential means of entrapping unnegotiable conflicts into ongoing butmanageable constitutional struggles. The key element in this process, drawing participants in andenabling them to sustain their own visions of a viable alternative to the existing situation, is thepractice of constitutional imagination in which the different concepts and options are invested withmeanings most in accord with the hopes and aspirations of the different parties. Despite oftendivergent understandings and deliberately open-ended agreements over meaning, the framing ofconstitutional principles in the South African case, I will argue, both facilitated the progress of thetransition to democracy and provided the means of incorporating often inconsistent and conflictingideas about the parameters of the future, whether in the forms of explicit guarantees or institutionalarrangements. It was this principled ambiguity that allowed the conflict to be ‘civilized,’ despitecontinuing violence and vociferous, if not fundamental disagreement. 
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONThe constitutional principles that have framed the post-cold war transitions to democracystem from a range of sources, including local constitutional histories and the evolving internationalstandards reflected in the post-World War II human rights agreements, the Helsinki process and theexperience of decolonization. For Southern Africa the first explicit articulation of constitutionalprinciples as a basis for negotiating a democratic transition emerged in the form of the 1982Principles produced by the Western Contact Group for Namibia. Given the legal status of Namibia,as a former German colony, League of Nations mandate and finally illegally occupied territory –after the United Nations withdrawal of the mandate was recognized as binding by the InternationalCourt of Justice –  it was often assumed that the idea of constitutional principles would be unique tothat conflict. While the implementation of Security Council Resolution 435 led to these principlesbeing adopted as the guiding principles of the Namibian Constitutional Assembly which drew upNamibia’s Constitution after the 1990 elections, the idea of constitutional principles as a means offraming a democratic transition would become key to South Africa’s surprisingly successfultransition to democracy.
Although it is possible to claim that the idea of constitutional principles was foreshadowed inSouth Africa by the presentation of the African Claims document – demands framed around thepromises of the Atlantic Charter – by the African National Congress in 1944, or even by the ANC’sadoption of the Freedom Charter in 1955, in fact neither of these documents offered bindingpromises or institutional assurances to opponents of the ANC. It was only with the publication of theANC’s Constitutional Guidelines in 1988 that there is an attempt to offer a broad framework for afuture system of governance and rights. It was the internationalization of these principles through theHarare Declaration of the OAU’s liberation sub-committee and in the UN General Assembly’sDeclaration Against Apartheid in 1989, that created a clear set of parameters within which theprocess of building a democratic South Africa could begin to be negotiated.
The publication of the ANC Constitutional Guidelines in 1988 can thus be seen as anopening gambit in the process of negotiations as well as an intervention designed to preclude internaloptions that the Apartheid government was then considering. The 1988 Constitutional Guidelines
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONserved both, as a signal to ANC activists and supporters of the possibility of a negotiated transition,as well as a promise, to those in South Africa who feared the possibility of a future ANCgovernment, of its democratic intentions. Among the principles adopted by the ANC werecommitments to democracy, cultural diversity, basic rights and freedoms in a Bill of Rights, as wellas a mixed economy – including a private sector. While the Constitutional Guidelines made clearthat the ANC’s vision of these principles included mechanisms to address the legacies of apartheid,including affirmative action and land reform as features of a “constitutional duty to eradicate racediscrimination” and “the economic and social inequalities produced by racial discrimination,” thedocument nevertheless reassured both domestic and international observers whose understanding ofthe ANC had been shaped by the cold war, that the ANC would embrace a constitutionaldemocracy.  In this way it may be argued that the 1988 Constitutional Guidelines initiated the51process through which the idea of constitutional principles became central to enabling the transitionto democracy. 
The Harare Declaration, which began the process of internationalizing the ANC’s 1988principles, took the process a step further, outlining what would be an internationally acceptableprocess of democratization in South Africa. In addition to the constitutional principles the52 Declaration included a set of conditions designed to enable a climate of negotiations: the release ofpolitical prisoners and detainees; the lifting of prohibitions and restrictions on organizations andindividuals; the removal of troops from the black townships; the end of the state of emergency andrepeal of legislation that circumscribed political activity; and finally, the ceasing of politicalexecutions. It also provided guidelines to the process of negotiations towards a democratic order and

51  See, ANC, 1988. Constitutional Guidelines for a Democratic South Africa, reprinted in, TheRoad to Peace: Resource material on negotiations, ANC Department of Political Education:Marshalltown, Johannesburg, June 1990.  
52  See, Harare Declaration: Declaration of the OAU Ad-hoc Committee on Southern Africa on theQuestion of South Africa, Harare, Zimbabwe, August 21, 1989, reprinted in,  The Road to Peace:Resource material on negotiations, ANC Department of Political Education: Marshalltown,Johannesburg, June 1990.  
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONnew Constitution, including the establishment of an interim government to oversee the transition.This latter demand failed to recognize that the Apartheid government would not agree to relinquishpolitical power until there were some guarantees as to the shape a future South Africa would take.This problem pushed the question of the constitution-making process to the top of the politicalagenda but provided no means to resolve the different visions of who should participate in what formof process to create a new Constitution. It did however make it clear that any resolution of theconflict would need to meet minimum international standards if South Africa was to be acceptedback into the world community.
Even then the debate over constitutional principles had only begun. While the parties failedto all agree on the Declaration of Intent, a minimal set of principles adopted at their first formalmeeting – the Conference for a Democratic South Africa in December 1991– the debate overprinciples begun at that time would become central to the negotiations in the Multi-PartyNegotiating Forum which convened in early 1993 and led to the adoption of the1993 ‘interim’Constitution under which South Africa’s first democratic elections were held and Nelson Mandelaelected President. Even then the role of constitutional principles was not exhausted as an even largernumber of constitutional principles had been included in an appendix to the 1993 Constitution forthe purpose of providing a framework for the work of the newly elected bicameral-legislature,serving in joint-sitting as a Constitutional Assembly with the mandate to produce a ‘final’Constitution within two years.
While agreeing on a list of thirty-four constitutional principles and including them inschedule 4 of the ‘interim’ constitution was less difficult then first predicted, the key issue remainedhow they would work to resolve the dual problems of process and substance. Although it could beargued that the principles provided clear substantive criteria to constitution-makers, it was less clearhow they would serve to bind the process. It was the decision to require a new Constitutional Courtto certify that the final Constitution, produced and adopted by a democratically-elected ConstituentAssembly, adhered to the requirements of the constitutional principles in Schedule 4, which createdthe degree of confidence necessary for the democratic transition to go forward. Thus, in the end the
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONConstitutional Court, in applying the constitutional principles to determine whether the finalconstitution could be certified and adopted, served as a last check before President Mandela signedthe Constitution into law as the last formal act of the democratic transition. While this was by nomeans the sole source of mutual confidence between the once warring parties, its importance forcreating the atmosphere of trust so important to the political transition cannot be over estimated.  
Although the Constitutional Principles negotiated by the South African parties represent avast and often contradictory range of possibilities, the very process of negotiating and providingjustification for their inclusion had a significant impact on the parameters of constitutionalimagination in South Africa. Some would claim, however, that the inclusion of some principlesprovided the basis for continued sectarian claims by ethnic minorities or traditionalists by embracingperspectives that were seemingly in conflict with the broader democratic thrust of the process. Yet,the international frame within which these principles were located, I would argue, gave weight tothose who insisted on a democratic interpretation of the overall framework. It was this interactionbetween local demands and global norms that enabled the constitutional principles to play verydifferent roles at different moments in the political transition. At one moment they enabled parties tofeel that their most urgent demands had been included while at other moments the emergence of aninternationally-defined interpretation of a particular principle would force an understanding of theprinciple at odds with the initial claim. In this sense the dimension of constitutional principles clearlyembraces an important temporal element in addition to the broader substantive implications of theprinciples. 
The effect of combining the debate over constitutional principles with the requirement thatany future constitutional dispensation meet minimum international standards, as defined byinternational human rights principles, was to frame the parameters of acceptable options. Thisframing had a powerful impact on the shape of the debate over different constitutional options andthe available alternatives. The debate over the claim of self-determination, made in the context of thenegotiations by ethnically-defined parties, provides an interesting example of this process.Recognition of a claim of self-determination, particularly in the context of decolonization, provided
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONsignificant support for the claimants in the international arena, however the minority groups whoclaimed the right of self-determination in South Africa in the early 1990s found themselvesprecluded from asserting this right. Despite the fact that only a few years later the internationalcommunity would recognize ethnically-based claims to self-determination in the context of the warsin the former Yugoslavia, before this shift in interpretation the right of self-determination had beenframed by the process of decolonization. Under this rubric international law required that the right ofself-determination be exercised by all inhabitants within the internationally-recognized borders of aformer colony.
In this context the ANC was able to assert that the only internationally recognized right ofself-determination in South Africa was the right of all South Africans, regardless of race or ethnicorigin, to participate in a democratic process to determine the country’s future. The effect of thisbroader norm on the claims of self-determination by Afrikaners and other minorities was to forcethem to accept reassurances that their ‘right of self-determination’ would be respected so long as itfell within the democratic norms of the constitution and could be negotiated with a new democraticgovernment. Confining the constitutional imagination of participants in the South African processwas not limited to the claims of minority groups. The ANC had long asserted its demand that theland and key industries be nationalized so that the wealth of the country might be redistributed, yetgiven the domination of market-oriented perspectives after the fall of the Berlin Wall, its wasimpossible for the ANC to simultaneously embrace the now dominant understanding of internationalhuman rights and exclude claims to property rights and free economic activity. Thus, if on the onehand the inclusion of internationally recognized constitutional principles precluded demands forethnic self-determination or consociationalism, on the other hand it was the very same principles thatfrustrated popular demands to nationalize the land and key national industries. At the same timegender activists, who formed a cross-party coalition of women demanding that gender equality notbe overridden by claims of tradition, were empowered by the inclusion of these broader internationalnorms that favored gender equality over ‘traditional authority’.
Adopting a list of constitutional principles does not guarantee the future, but it does provide
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONa process and a framework within which areas of commonality may be defined and questions ofdifference may be located. Providing an institutional mechanism through which these principles maybe brought to bear on either the debate over constitutional provisions or as a means to evaluate thefinal product adopted by a democratically-elected constitution-making body provided a zone ofcomfort for those who did not feel that their central concerns were likely to be adequately reflectedin the democratic process -- whether they be past elites or excluded minorities.  Another importantrole that the debate over constitutional principles plays is in postponing or mediating the necessity ofmaking a hard or immediate decision on what might be effectively non-negotiable issues. Theadoption of a broad principle allows the conflicting parties to put aside an issue for further debatewhile working on issues over which there might be greater agreement. This postponement, coupledwith continuing engagement between the parties, is an important element in building the basicelements of trust between opposing groups which is central to the ultimate success of a democracy-building project. 
Constitutional principles are rarely definitive and contain in most cases a degree ofconstructive ambiguity which enables all parties to feel that they might be able to live with theoutcome of the process. At times the different parties in South Africa held diametrically oppositeunderstandings of the meaning of particular principles but it was precisely this often acknowledgedambiguity that allowed the process to go forward. One of the effects of the process of negotiatingconstitutional principles is to slowly entrap the political conflict in a process of argumentation andalternative legal propositions. This has the effect of both precluding some outcomes and mediatingthe differences between what might be considered acceptable alternatives, often influenced as muchby international understandings as the particular historical and material parameters of the localconflict. Finally, the commitment to constitutional principles promotes constitutional engagementover exit and the ever present threat of violence this implies.
Institutional design and substantive choices
Last, but not least is the element of institutional design and substantive choices involved in
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONthe actual construction of a constitutional system. While the ideals of participation and democraticprocess may provide some guidelines for those embarking on a constitution-building exercise, thescope of institutional and substantive choices is framed to a large extent by a combination ofelements including the legacy of existing institutions, the imagination of those pursuing newinstitutional designs and substantive options, as well as the availability of different alternatives. Agood example of this was the debate, in the South African context, over the relationship between thecenter and periphery, referred to as federalism, regionalism and finally as co-operative government.While the apartheid state had attempted to Balkanize the country into racially and ethnically distinctportions, the different participants in the political transition fought for very different visions of afuture country. The ANC sought a unified central authority that could challenge and dismantle thelegacies of segregation and geographic apartheid while the NP and the IFP sought different forms of‘federalism’ or local autonomy as a means to protect ethnic or local centers of power. Theinternational arena of course provided a vast array of options from the supremacy of centralgovernment in the United Kingdom to the relative autonomy of States in the United States or formsof consociationalism and autonomy in Belgium or Switzerland.     The outcome in South Africa is unlike its Indian and Canadian forebears which retainedcentral authority while allocating regional powers. The South African Constitution follows moreclosely in the footsteps of the German Constitution, placing less emphasis on geographic autonomyand more on the integration of geographic jurisdictions into separate, functionally determined roles,in a continuum of governance over specifically defined issues. While provision is made for someexclusive regional powers these are by and large of minor significance, all important and contestedissues being included in the category of concurrent competence. How the constitution-makers cameto this compromise provides an interesting insight into the processes that shape the selection ofdifferent options. Before describing how this compromise was reached it is important to understandjust how far apart the main parties were. First, the apartheid government at first seemed set onguaranteeing some form of minority protection. The government and its negotiators sort this bypromoting a version of local autonomy that was advanced by drawing on the Belgium and Swissexperiences. Second, the IFP sort a more geographically-based form of autonomy since their claims
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONwere framed in terms of the original geography of the Zulu Kingdom, however despite theirassertions that they wanted a ‘federal’ solution the degree of autonomy they suggested in theirconstitutional proposals would have required the creation of a confederation of essentiallyindependent entities. Finally, the ANC equated all these claims for ethnic authority as forms of neo-apartheid and saw the claim for federalism as an attempt to prevent the emergence of a united SouthAfrica – one of the basic premises of the nationalist movement.
The breakthrough in the debate over regionalism flowed directly from a study tour of theparties by invitation of the German government that led the ANC to reconsider its hostility to allforms of regionalism. While the ANC had already accepted the existence of distinct regions in thecountry, it now began to envision how authority could be shared between the center and the regions.The German model provided a more integrative approach as compared to either the US or Canadianforms of federalism, and allowed the ANC to re-imagine the problem in terms of the allocation ofauthority between different levels of government according to the needs and capacities ofgovernance at each level. The eventual adoption of the National Council of Provinces, modeled onthe Bundesrat, and the conception of co-operative government as a uniquely South African form ofregionalism provided a means to achieve agreement on what at first seemed a non-negotiableconflict. While the analogy to the German system provided an essential source of legitimacy for thisnew conception, in fact the final institutional design and substantive distribution of powers remainsquite different.  Thus the existence of an acceptable alternative approach as well as the ability of theparties to reshape this model to serve as a unique form of ‘co-operative government’ that includes alllevels of government from the national government through the provinces to metropolitan areas,local municipalities and villages, demonstrates how contingent and yet bounded this element ofconstitution-building is. 

Conclusion: Africa in comparative context
Africa’s experience may also be placed in comparative context with processes in other partsof the globe and in relation to other countries which have been through a process of constitution-
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONbuilding in the post-World War II era. While most countries have experienced some form ofconstitutional change during this historical period, there are a few cases that highlight some of theelements of constitution-building that I believe may provide a useful framework for a comparativediscussion of constitution-making. Despite the clear and specific impact of national histories anddomestic politics on the particular outcomes of constitution-making exercises in different countriesthere are a number of broad trajectories that may be identified as a means of exploring the effectthese different sources of variation may have on constitution-building. For the purposes of thisdiscussion I will limit this exploration of the significance of these elements or sources of variation tothe very brief consideration of just three issues: the relationship between the degree and nature ofparticipation in the constitution-making process and the impact on the constitutions legitimacy oreffectiveness; the effect of history and timing on the inclusion or form of particular rights; andfinally, the acceptance or rejection of the notion of constitutional supremacy and the role of thecourts in defining the meaning of the constitution. Likewise I will choose from a limited number ofjurisdictions to highlight these points.
There are a vast range of constitution-making processes yet the immediate source of aconstitution and the process from which it emerges seems to be of great significance to its eventualimplementation and legitimacy. While both the German and Japanese post-war constitutions, locatedwithin the context of civil law legal systems are considered to be generally successful, the status ofthese constitutions is quite different. On the one hand it is acknowledged that the German Basic Lawenjoys enormous legitimacy and plays a central role in the life of the country. On the other hand theJapanese Constitution is, in comparison, rarely invoked, especially in regards to its bill of rights andthe Japanese courts play a far less important role in the implementation of the constitution ascompared to the German Constitutional Court. In this comparison I would argue that although theAllied occupation forces in both Europe and the Pacific played significant roles in the twoconstitution-making processes, the fact that the German process was essentially handed over toGerman participants, with only a general insistence by the Allied powers that the Basic Law includea federal structure of government and a bill of rights, contrasts markedly with the role that GeneralMcArthur and his staff played in imposing the constitution on Japan. These examples also stand in
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONmarked contrast to the Indian and South African experiences where elected constitution-makingbodies ensured that their respective constitution-making exercises were to some degree grounded inovertly democratic processes. In fact the stability of the Indian Constitution has been remarkable,despite serious political tensions internally, and an international context in which most of the post-colonial constitutions of the same era have suffered ignoble fates – through military coups or otherdisruptions.
The effect of the temporal dimension and its interaction with constitutional principles andalternative formulations of rights, may be illustrated by considering how different constitution-making processes reflected claims for self-determination and property rights. While the principle ofself-determination had its origins in the recognition of the rights of national minorities in post-WWIEurope and the League of Nations, the evolution of this principle in the post-colonial setting meantthat white minorities in Zimbabwe and South Africa could not claim a right to self-government.Instead, the post-independent Zimbabwe Constitution gave the white minority twenty seats inParliament for a transitional period of ten years. In contrast the claim of self-determination byAfrikaners in South Africa was only given partial recognition and it is an open question whether in apost-Dayton Accord world – in which the global powers returned to a notion of ethnic self-determination, the claims of self-determination by ethnic minorities in Southern Africa might nothave had more power. Similarly, when it came to debating whether property rights should beincluded in the South African bill of rights there seems to have been little alternative then to acceptthe dominant market-oriented notions of property that marked the immediate post-cold war era.Despite the availability of reasonable alternatives  from the Canadian Charter’s omission of propertyrights to the German Basic Law’s adoption of a specific notion of the social function of property,making the right to property subject to public need, the insistence that property rights be protected –over the objections of the majority whose property rights had long been denied – reveals thesignificant influence of both the temporal dimension and the power of international norms. Evenwhen South Africa’s constitution-makers adopted a set of clear qualifications based on the historicdispossession of property, including an affirmative duty to pursue land reform and the recognition ofthose rights previously denied, Nelson Mandela’s government committed itself to a policy of
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSION‘willing-buyer, willing seller’ as a means of distinguishing itself from the controversial land reformpolicies being adopted at the same time by Robert Mugabe’s government in Zimbabwe.
Finally, the idea of constitutional supremacy has become a central tenant of post-cold warconstitutionalism. This principle has had implications for both the role of the courts in these newconstitutional orders as well as the constitution-making process itself. First, the adoption ofconstitutional supremacy often confronts a long tradition of parliamentary sovereignty with its claimthat the democratic representatives of the people should have the final say. Second, this requiresrecognition not only of the legal but also the political consequences of a supreme constitution, fromthe constraining of legislative authority to the empowerment of the courts. Third, these consequenceshave direct implications for a constitution-building process in which the negotiators have to strike adelicate balance between popular demands and the authority and power of politicians. While theANC had come to recognize the value of an entrenched bill of rights, this was still compatible withthe idea that the elected representatives of the people would be sovereign, yet the idea ofconstitutional supremacy emerged as a founding provision of the final Constitution. In contrast theLancaster House Constitution that was passed by the British Parliament granting independence toZimbabwe in 1980 retained the notion of parliamentary sovereignty. 
In Kenya the constitutional commission that drew up the ‘Bomas Draft’ constitution, with amassive public participation program, failed to get the draft adopted in the face of opposition fromthe sitting parliamentarians who felt they had lost control of the process. It was only once thepoliticians were reincorporated into the process and the draft constitution tailored to address some oftheir concerns, as well as in the face of disastrous post-election violence in 2007, that Kenya wasable to produce a constitution that: incorporated a significant majority; gained broad credibility fromits acceptance in a nation-wide referendum in August 2010; and enshrined the notion ofconstitutional supremacy. From these experiences I would conclude that both the acceptance ofconstitutional supremacy as well as broad legitimacy for the product of constitution-building inSouth Africa and India can be linked to the nature of their constitution-making processes, in whichdemocratically-elected constituent assemblies, including political participants from across the
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ROUGH DRAFT : PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSIONsociety, felt included and received a degree of assurance from the common acceptance andentrenchment, through the idea of constitutional supremacy, of the rules governing the new order. 
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